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Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.94

Std Dev:  0.25

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.81

Std Dev:  0.54

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.75

Std Dev:  0.45

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.56

Std Dev:  0.81

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.94

Std Dev:  0.25

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.56

Std Dev:  0.51

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.88

Std Dev:  0.34

Total:  16 / 29
Mean:  4.5

Std Dev:  0.89

Brief Responses for MATH221014 for 2021 Wintr (2211) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Brief Responses Total = Responded / Enrolled
QID Question Response Statistics

1439 Was the instructor well prepared for class
meetings?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

15814 Please rate the instructor's ability to
communicate clearly.

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5

15815 Please rate the instructor's ability to write
legibly on board/slides.

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5

15816 Please rate the instructor's ability to explain
ideas and techniques.

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5

1443
During the scheduled office hours, was the
instructor at the scheduled place for the
scheduled period of time?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

1444 Was the instructor available at other times
e.g. by appointment?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

1445
Were rules, grading policies and other
requirements explained carefully at the
beginning of the course?

Yes   100%

No   0%

Total responded/enrolled: 16 / 29

1446
To date has the instructor been following
his/her announced rules and grading
policies?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

15817 Overall, I rate this INSTRUCTOR as a
teacher:

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5
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Essay Responses for MATH221014 for 2021 Wintr (2211) - Instructor Nakao,Joseph
Question ID: 1117
Additional Comments:
 
Responses (14 of 29)
Very helpful and always willing to give extra help.
None.
This course was very interesting! I love math.
very thorough and always there to help
explained everything thoroughly, made things easy to understand
It is clear Joseph cares about his students and makes a great effort for them to succeed.
na
I am not a fan of calculus or any math, however, Joseph helped guide me through it with office hours and
course work. Although it sucks to do 10 hours of calc work a week, it helps because you don't have to study
so much for examinations. Also, I'm glad Joseph structured the class so 57 is the lowest passing grade, it
took a lot of pressure off me towards the end of the class. The only negative I have to offer is that
sometimes he can cover material too quickly, I understand that we have limited time for winter classes but
it's difficult to grasp multiple concepts in one 2 hour class time (especially when you're not great at math).
Also, I found that oftentimes the examples we went over in class were much much easier than anything we
got for homework/quizzes/tests which I guess is expected but it often left me confused and searching for
outside help since I had no frame of reference. Other than that though, he's definitely a very good teacher
who does his best to help everyone.
Given that the course was online and during winter session, I think that this course was very well planned
out and everything was explained well so I knew what was expected of me.
Professor Nakao was a great teacher and I would take any class he teaches! Although winter session
(especially taking calculus) was daunting at first, he went at a good pace and I was able to follow and
understand the concepts. He actually made calculus enjoyable (probably because I understood the topics
this time). He genuinely cares about his students and always made sure everyone understood the topic
before moving to the next. His office hours were extremely helpful and what would have taken me a day to
understand a topic, he could explain it in ~15mins and I wouldn't have any more troubles. Professor Nakao
was very up-front about what to expect on exams and quizzes and I like that about him. Rate: 10/10 must
recommend!
This instructor taught the course well.
This class was great for me. There was a lot of homework but I never needed to study for quizzes or exams.
The lectures were very clear and easy to follow.
nothing
the professor is so nice, no matter what questions you have, it can help you very well.
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